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Introduction

● AI routinely measured in isolation, without a human in the loop 
● Design a cooperative game – GuessWhich – to measure human-AI team performance  
● Compare supervised baseline models with QBOT-ABOT teams trained through reinforcement 

learning based self-talk on this image-guessing task 
● AI-AI teams improve significantly at guessing the correct image compared to the supervised 

pretraining 
● Results indicate that self-talk fine-tuned agents are better visual conversational agents, remains 

unclear if these agents are better at this task when interacting with humans



Introduction

● ALICE_SL rained in a supervised manner on the Visual Dialog dataset 
● ALICE_RL pre-trained with supervised learning and fine-tuned via reinforcement learning 
● Evaluate human-AI team performance on this game for both supervised learning (SL) and 

reinforcement learning (RL) versions of ALICE 
● Main finding:  Despite significant differences between SL and RL agents reported in previous work, 

they find no significant difference in performance between ALICE_SL and ALICE_RL when paired 
with human partners 

● Disconnect between AI-AI and human-AI evaluations



GuessWhich Game

● Players: Replace QBOT in AI-AI dialog with humans to perform a collaborative task of identifying a 
secret image from a pool 

● Gameplay: ALICE is assigned a secret image from a pool of images from COCO dataset 
● Prior to beginning dialog, both ALICE and H are given a brief description (caption) of image 
● H asks ALICE a question qt about the secret image to identify it from the pool and ALICE responds 

with an answer a 
● After each round, H selects an image based on the dialog so far 
● At the end of 9 rounds of dialog, H asked to successively click on best guess 
● Interface gives H feedback on whether guess is correct, continues until H guesses true image





Evaluation

● Mean Rank (MR): mean rank of the secret image (i.e. number of guesses it takes to identify the 
secret image) 

● Lower values indicate better performance 
● Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): mean of the reciprocal of the rank of the secret image 
● MRR penalizes differences in lower ranks (e.g., between 1 and 2) greater than those in higher ranks 

(e.g., between 19 and 20) 
● Higher values indicate better performance
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